
LOOK WHAT WE‛RE LEARNING
SONG

Monday, Oct. 7
Tuesday, Oct. 8

This week the nursery rhyme, “Itsy Bitsy Spider” will be introduced. 
We will learn itsy bitsy spider is washed out by rain but when the sun 
comes out and dries up all the rain, itsy bitsy spider crawls back up the  
spout to build her home.  We will use props and our fingers to move 
itsy bitsy spider up and down the water spout.
Spiders also come in different colors and sizes.  As a group we will 
match spider colors to web colors and move like little spiders during 
movement time. 
“CIRCLE” is the shape we will explore inside the sensory bin. The 
children will be encouraged to point out any circles that they find. I 
will read “What Is Round?” A cute book that illustrates round objects 
in the world around them. Some circle objects are big and some are 
small. We will make a circle puppet and peel back circle shape stickers.

STORY:  “The Itsy, Bitsy Spider” 
Nursery Rhyme Big Book

PROJECT:  “Itsy Bitsy Spider”  
Stamp raindrops and add itsy bitsy spider

LEARNING TIME:  “Spider 
Colors” Match spider colors to web colors

MOTOR:  “Parachute Play”  Follow 
directions as we toss itsy bitsy spider inside 
parachute

THE ITSY, BITSY SPIDER
The Itsy, Bitsy Spider climbed

up the water spout.
Down came the rain and

washed the spider out.
Out came the sun and

dried up all the rain.
And the Itsy, Bitsy Spider

climbed up the spout again.

NOTE PEEK AT LAST WEEK

Wednesday, Oct. 9
 Thursday, Oct. 10

Mrs. W.’s Newsletter

STORY: “What Is Round?” by 
Rebecca Kai Dotlich

PROJECT:  “Circle Puppet” Dabber 
paint a circle puppet and glue on two circle 
shapes

LEARNING TIME:  “Gumballs In 
the Gumball Machine” Peel back
circle shape stickers

MOTOR:  “Find a Circle”  Search the 
classroom for circle shapes

Happy Birthday! 

Logan

The color yellow was introduced as we 
glued yellow tissue to make a bright 
yellow sun craft along with a yellow foil 
painted duck.  During learning time, we 
also glued yellow objects on Suzy Zoo‛s 
yellow star balloon.  
Snipping playdough is something the 
children like to do everyday. We will 
continue to help with hand position and 
snipping throughout the year.

Help your child look for circle shapes around 
your home. Eat fruits or vegetables in 
circles for dinner. 
Tape a few shapes on a table or on the floor.  
Fill a bucket with toy shapes that you may 
have lying around your home.  Help your 
child to catergorize them.

SMILE! PICTURE DAY - Wednesday and 
Thursday.  Please return picture form.

No School - Monday, Oct. 14
Columbus Day

SCHOOLPICTURES!


